Ontology evolution is the process of incrementally and consistently adapting an existing ontology to changes in the relevant domain. Even though ontology management and versioning tools are now available, they are of limited use for ontology evolution unless the desired changes are known beforehand. Ontology learning toolsets are often employed, but they require large document sets and do not take the existing structures into account. Semantic drift refers to how concepts' intentions gradually change as the domain evolves. When a semantic drift is detected, it means that a concept is gradually understood in a different way or its relationships with other concepts are undergoing some changes. A semantic drift captures small domain changes that are hard to detect with traditional ontology engineering approaches. This paper discusses a new approach to detecting and assessing semantic drift in ontologies. The method makes use of concept signatures that are constructed on the basis of how concepts are used and described. Comparing how signatures change over time, we see how concepts' semantic content evolves and how their relationships to other concepts gradually reflect these changes. An experiment with the DNV's business sector ontology from 2004 and 2008 demonstrates the value of this approach to ontology evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Ontologies are becoming increasingly important in enterprises' pursuit of more efficient IT architectures. The ontologies define standardized vocabularies that support application integration and more integrated operations inside and across enterprises.
Also, new ontology-supported applications now range from intelligent information retrieval solutions to service composition and intelligent agents.
Ontology evolution is the timely adaptation of ontology structures to changes in the domain. The underlying requirement to all ontologies is that their content is consistent with the way phenomena are understood and referred to in the domain. When the perception of the domain changes, this has to be reflected in the ontology as well.
Unfortunately, developing and maintaining ontologies is still a tedious and expensive undertaking.
As opposed to data models in traditional transaction systems, ontologies' large scope necessitates the involvement of domain experts of different backgrounds and different roles. As models of real world phenomena they are also intrinsically complex and hard to validate. On top of this the formal notation of many ontologies makes it difficult to maintain the models unless ontology experts are available.
Since ontologies need to be updated and evaluated at regular intervals, the maintenance costs tend to grow unacceptably high if appropriate tool support is not available.
Most ontologies today are maintained manually by dedicated teams of domain experts and ontology modelers. Traditional modeling techniques are applied, which requires long face-to-face sessions with modeling, discussion, and evaluation. For smaller updates, though, it should be possible to employ more cost-effective approaches with less human involvement. Most of the concepts and structures are already there, and the task is to verify whether anything has to be changed, added or deleted. Ontology evolution, thus, should lend itself better to tool support than full-fledged ontology engineering projects.
In this paper we present a new approach to ontology evolution that makes use of concept representations -signatures -that capture small semantic changes to concepts over time. Since these signatures are constructed automatically from textual descriptions of existing concepts, they are geared towards updating existing structures rather than developing new ontologies.
In section 2 we discuss the problem of semantic drift in ontologies. Section 3 is devoted to concept signatures, whereas Section 4 demonstrates how these signatures are generated to analyze evolutionary changes to a real industrial ontology. A discussion of results is given in Section 5, followed by related work in Section 6 and conclusions in Section 7.
SEMANTIC DRIFT
An ontology is formally defined as an "explicit specification of a conceptualization" (Gruber 1993) . It provides an abstract simplified view of the world that is shared by a community and prepared for a particular purpose.
An ontology language like OWL represents this conceptualization in terms of classes, individuals, properties and various constraints and operators. Even though other languages choose other primitives, they tend to categorize phenomena along the same line to accommodate a sound logical foundation. For this paper, though, it suffices to assume that ontologies consist of concepts that are related -taxonomically and non-taxonomically -to each other. Stojanovic et al (2003) define ontology evolution as a cyclic process consisting of change capturing, change representation, semantics of change, change implementation, change propagation and change validation. Whereas ontology management and versioning systems deal with the representation, implementation and propagation of changes, the more difficult part of change capturing has been left to manual effort and some limited ontology learning support.
Evolutionary Changes
The captured ontology changes fall into two distinct categories:
• Existential changes.
Existing ontology concepts may be deemed irrelevant, and new concepts may need to be added to the ontology. An ontology of computers, for example, may not need to include floppy disks any more, as these are not used by modern computers.
Similarly, GPS receivers are now a natural part of a mobile phone ontology, even though it had nothing to do with phones 10 years ago.
• Relational changes. Both taxonomic and non-taxonomic relationships between concepts may change over time. In the example above, GPS receivers may now be modeled as a part of a smart phone, and computers now are more closely related to games and entertainment than a few years ago.
In principle, changes may be imposed to the ontology from three kinds of analyses: Structuredriven changes are motivated from structural properties of the existing ontology itself. Usagedriven changes reflect changes in users' behavior over time, while data-driven changes stem from a modification of the underlying knowledge such as text documents (Stojanovic 2004) .
Our approach combines the usage-driven and the data-driven approach to ontology evolution. The object of our analysis is a collection of text documents, though the documents are assumed to be allocated to the correct ontology concepts by the users.
Semantic Drift in Ontologies
A concept's semantic value -i.e. our understanding of the concept -may change over time in response to general changes to the domain or our own insight. Our perception of computers, for example, is very different from what people associated with computers when the first PCs were introduced. We say that the meaning of computers has drifted as the technology developed and computers got ever more powerful.
We may define the notion of semantic drift as the gradual change of a concept's semantic value as understood by the relevant community Figure 1 . Types of semantic drift Moreover, we distinguish between intrinsic and extrinsic semantic drift.
Intrinsic drift means that a concept's semantic value is changed with respect to other concepts in the ontology. This will typically be reflected in changes to the relationships in the ontology. Extrinsic drift is when a concept's semantic value is changed with respect to the phenomena it describes in the real world. In the ontology an extrinsic drift may cause all kinds of changes. Figure 1 sums up the nature of semantic changes associated with intrinsic and extrinsic drift. If a concept is exposed to extrinsic, but no intrinsic drift, it means that the whole ontology is undergoing a collective consistent drift that may not necessitate any changes to the ontology. On the other hand, no extrinsic drift and substantial intrinsic drift means that a concept's relationships to other concepts in the ontology may no longer be correct, even though the concept itself has not changed its meaning. In cases of both extrinsic and intrinsic drift we are dealing with inconsistent collective drift of concepts in an ontology that is no longer valid.
CONCEPT SIGNATURES
An ontology consists of inter-related concepts and normally has a sound logical foundation that allows some reasoning and verification checks. The meaning of an individual concept is however not entirely clear. Providing a taxonomic structure and adding associations between concepts give us some semantic clues, though it is not sufficient to recognize the concept in the real world. Logically, we assume the existence of an interpretation that maps for example the concept Computer to the set of all computers in the world, though for all practical purposes these interpretations are not available and machine-processable to us.
Most ontologies, thus, provide informal textual descriptions that try to help us understand how the concept is to be interpreted. In the petroleum ontology for ISO15926 there is a concept Christmas tree that is modeled as an artefact and decomposed into a number of specialized Christmas trees (Gulla 2009 
Definition
For our purposes it is more useful to link concepts to our linguistic world than to an imaginary interpretation function that points to real world phenomena. The textual description of Christmas tree above is not accurate, but is available and can be analyzed linguistically and statistically. As long as languages are used fairly consistently, the analysis of linguistic expressions can tell us how a community deal with a concept at particular points in time.
We define a concept signature as follows:
A concept signature S c,t is a materialization of the concept C through linguistic forms at some time t.
The signature is not a semantic representation of the concept. It merely shows how words and linguistic expressions are used to refer to and discuss the concept. The signature thus can be used to relate concepts at a linguistic level without being forced to formalize a mapping to real-world phenomena.
A concept signature is represented as a vector
where u i is the weight of linguistic unit i. Linguistic units may be individual words, phrases, argument structures, or any other linguistic structure that can be systematically extracted from text.
Examples of concept signatures from our DNV study are given in Figure 3 . The linguistic units in this case are individual nouns and noun phrases, and their weights indicate their relative importance in understanding the concept. For Consulting in 2004, the top-ranked phrases process industry and advanced cross-disciplinary competence tell us that consulting was considered a cross-disciplinary activity with a primary focus on the process industry. The bottom-ranked phrase environmental performance reveals that DNV only rarely thought of consulting as related to environmental issues.
CONSTRUCTING SIGNATURES FOR DNV CASE
Det Norske Veritas (DNV) is an international company specializing in risk management and certification. As an industrial conglomerate DNV is involved in a number of business segments that each constitute a subdomain within risk management and certification. Their web site mirrors their business activities and forms a taxonomy of DNV's business activities. Each web page at their site represents a concept in this taxonomy, and the text of the web page is our source for understanding this concept.
In 2004 this taxonomy counted 227 concepts (web pages) that on the average were described by texts of a few hundred words each. As their business domain evolved, their taxonomy was expanded into 369 concepts in 2008.
Constructing concept signatures for all their concepts in 2004 and 2008, we followed the procedure below for each concept:
• Preprocessing stages: After collecting the text describing the concept, the text was tagged using the Penn treebank tag set. Irrelevant stop words were removed, and the resulting text was stemmed.
• Selection of linguistic units: Two lists were generated from the stemmed text above: (1) List of noun phrases, and (2) The two lists of elements with tf.idf scores are then merged into a vector representing the signature of that concept.
The whole procedure is illustrated in Figure 2 , and examples of signatures generated are found in Figure 3 . Consulting in 2004, as illustrated by the signature in Figure 3(a) , was best understood as part of the process industry and international affairs. In 2008 the consulting concept had more to do with EFTA, performance issues and risk management. 
USING CONCEPT SIGNATURES TO DETECT DRIFT
The concept signatures tell us how concepts are referred to in the linguistic communities. Our understanding of the totality of these terms is our implicit understanding of the concept. Since the concept signatures are formally represented as vectors, they can also be compared using standard information retrieval calculations like cosine similarity and euclidian distance. This enables us to run some automatic tests on possible semantic drift in ontologies.
Phrasal terms
Single 
Individual Concepts
A concept exposed to extrinsic change will have significantly different signatures at different points of time. This means that the cosine similarity of signatures at times t 1 and t 2 will be below a certain threshold α: Other tests with consulting indicate that this is a fairly small similarity that reflects a genuine change of meaning over the years. The concept Seaskill, on the other hand, had a larger cosine similarity of 0.45 and seems not to be drifting significantly.
A low similarity score is an indication that the concept has undergone substantial extrinsic changes. To what extent that should be reflected in changes to the ontology depends on the possible changes to related concepts.
Non-Taxonomic Relationships
Non-taxonomic relationships constitute semantic associations between concepts. Important permanent relationships tend to be modeled explicitly in the ontology, whereas less obvious or fluctuating ones are often left out of the model. If the importance or stability of a relationship changes over time, a reconsideration of which relationships to include will be needed.
Let us define the Concept Relation vector for concept C at time t as follows: L1 , ..., r C, Lm ) where r C,Li = Sim(S C ,S Li ) ≥ β
The concept relation vector for concept C provides a ranked list of concepts that are semantically related to C. The relation score, which is between 0 and 1, reveals the relative strength of the relationships compared to all other concepts related to C. The constant β gives a lower bound for when two concepts are to be regarded as related.
Normally, you would like to concentrate on high-level concept relationships first to make sure that ontology relationships are defined and kept at the highest possible level. This keeps the ontology more general and prevents unnecessary duplications from being introduced at lower levels in the ontology. For every top level concept related to Consulting, there is one bullet for 2004 and one for 2008 in the figure. The strength of these relationships -the relation score -is indicated along the vertical axis, whereas the number of subclasses underlying every top-level concept is reflected by the size of the bullets. For example, consulting's relationship to careers has not changed much over the years with a relation score of about 0.06-0.07. However, in 2004 the relationship was limited to only one subclass of careers, while in 2008 there were relationships between consulting and 13 subclasses of careers. In the diagram this is shown by the much larger size of the bullet for 2008.
Concepts most similar to
As seen from the results, the nature of consulting in DNV has shifted from maritime and processoriented industries to ICT, software and risk management. This suggests significant intrinsic changes to the consulting concept that should impose changes to the ontology.
More generally, a substantial change of relation score to another concept necessitates an evaluation of whether this relationship should exist in the ontology or not. A small bullet means that the relationship is only relevant for a few subclasses and may therefore not be represented as a relationship to the top-level concept in the ontology. A large bullet, like for maritime in Figure 5 , implies that many subclasses are related to the concept, indicating that the relationship in the ontology should be linked to the top-level concept rather than directly to its subclasses. 
Taxonomic Relationships
Concept signatures may also be used to analyze the hierarchical structures of the ontology. In Figure  6 we have calculated the similarity between Consulting and all its specializations and parts for 2004 and 2008, filtered out those below a certain threshold β and ranked them according to similarity scores. A high similarity score means that the specialization is central to the core understanding of the superclass.
It is however not obvious how such a ranked list of specializations should be interpreted. Other experiments with concept signatures reveal that we should not expect a very high similarity between super and subordinate concepts, though there should always be some minimum similarity for the properties they share (Solskinnsbakk 2009 ).
As seen from the figure, the composition of Consulting has been fairly stable over these years. 
DISCUSSION
We have in this paper shown how the notion of concept signatures helps us analyze the evolutionary aspects of ontologies.
The method uncovers semantic drift among concepts in the ontology, both with respect to real-world phenomena and the concepts' relationships to other concepts in the ontology.
Our technique relies on good text fragments that describe or define the existing concepts in the ontology. Because it makes use of the existing ontology, it does not suffer from the noise that has hampered traditional ontology learning approaches. Only real concepts are subjected to the analysis, and we can concentrate fully on verifying the quality of these concepts as they are currently modeled. Since the analysis is geared towards the temporal development of the concepts, we need not to worry about the exact relationship between text and concepts, as long as we can assume that this relationship is unchanged over time. Unfortunately, Figure 6 . Specializations of Consulting this also means that the method will not detect any missing concepts in the ontology.
In a temporal perspective there will always be some semantic drift. Our understanding of concepts change as the domain change, and many concepts reflect more technological level or state of the art than fixed and permanent terminologies. This does not mean, though, that ontologies should be updated whenever a noticeable semantic drift is detected. Before updating the ontology, we need to understand both the nature of semantic drift and the extent of semantic drift among all the ontology concepts.
A fundamental problem of our current approach is the generation of concept signatures. Since we depend on texts attached to every single concept, these texts tend to be rather short and shallow. Our statistical approach would benefit from longer texts, from which more reliable statistical data can be extracted.
RELATED WORK
Our approach to detecting semantic drift draws on research on ontology learning and evolution (Haase & Sure 2004 , Stojanovic 2004 . However, standard data-driven ontology learning methods tend to use uncategorized text both to extract concepts and describe their properties (e.g. Gulla & Sugumaran 2008) . This makes it difficult to take into account the existing ontology and any manual additions to it.
Some recent work on belief change theory (Flouris et al. 2006 , Lee et al. 2004 ) and collaborative environments (Noy et al. 2006) provide alternative approaches to ontology evolution, though neither addresses the way concepts are materialized through language. Enkhsaikhan et al. (2007) describe a method for building term clusters that describe existing toplevel concepts like Politics and Economy. This enables an analysis of temporal concept development similar to ours, though their approach does not use vectors or linguistic characterizations of concepts.
Our focus on individual concepts' evolution rather than the ontology as a whole is similar to work done in logic and conceptual structures (Foo 1995 , Wassermann 1998 .
The idea of concept signatures is inspired by the concept vectors used in Su's ontology mapping approach (Su & Gulla 2006) , though her vectors did not try to capture any temporal development of concepts. The vectors contained both definitional and non-definitional terms and were merely used to recognize product similarities across product catalogs.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a new approach to detecting semantic drift in ontologies over time. The notion of concept signatures is introduced and used to capture deeper linguistic characterizations of concepts.
The approach has been applied to an informal ontology maintained by a large enterprise in Norway. Data about the ontology from 2004 and 2008 were used to generate concept signatures and analyze the way the terminology has developed. The analysis shows that the method is able to capture small semantic changes to concepts that are hard to detect manually or by means of traditional ontology learning techniques. Primarily, these are changes to the concepts' relation to reality, but the method also uncovers secondary changes to the relationships among concepts in the ontology. The detected semantic changes shed light on why and how the ontology had been updated between 2004 and 2008.
Our current approach makes use of standard statistical methods for constructing concept signatures. If the textual descriptions of concepts are short, the statistical data is too limited to produce signatures of the necessary quality. Our future research, thus, will look into the use of more sophisticated linguistic techniques in the signature generation process. This includes both deeper grammatical analysis of sentences and utilization of semantic lexica.
